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The biggest fortune is sometimes very small 
Who would have thought? “learning makes you happy”, but this is what the 
latest brain research  tells us. So that “saving” also makes you happy, we 1

are offering our online training for a very low (affordable?) price. All of our 
experience of over 50 years of language training is in this program. Our 
eMentor makes sure that high quality and low price are complementary. He 
will be a mentor and will guide you on your path to you achieving your 
language goals. The largest investment you will need to make is time and 
motivation.


https://www.mdr.de/wissen/themenwoche/glueck-freude-lernen-gehirn-100.html1
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Our

Basic


Program

Learn as much as 
you want, for the 

price of a trip to the 
cinema!

STRATEGIC LEARNING

PERSON BASED 
TRAINING 

FROM PERSON TO PERSON

APPLICATION BASED 
TRAINING 

ACCOMPANIED LEARNING

TECHNOLOGY BASED 
TRAINING 

FOREIGN WORLDS

from  8 € 
per month 

per participant
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If you invest just a bit more, we will make the world available to you. Meet and talk to people 
from across the world about subjects that are interesting to you in our online conversation 
courses.


Don't let your language training be a burden, it should be a challenge. We will work together with 
you to help you achieve your targets. Of course our language courses are according to the 
“Common European Framework of Reference for Languages (CEFR)“.


In addition you receive a certificate upon course course completion.
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What we offer
Our price per 
person per 

month

Your price

…………

…………

You an internet capable device. For the listening exercises you need an audio output, and for the speaking exercise a audio 
input. We know of no compatibility issues with the common operating systems.

Learn online by PC, Laptop, Tablet or Smartphone, 24/7

→  https://online.strategic-learning.eu  CEFR- appropriate certificate

8 €

eMentor; a real person that helps you with your training program, motivates, 
provides support ,and can be contacted by you.

3 €

Your own, individual Learning Path with continual adjustments to your current 
language level

included

Access to additional learning materials (dictionary, separate grammar charts 
for reference, short stories, vocabulary trainer, own radio broadcasts)

included

Podcast/newsletter (currently available in English and German) included

Basic package price

You can book the following optional extras Billing Our price Your price

Conversation session by video (50 Minutes);

daily hot topics

per 50 min. 
session 7,50 €

Group course (Video); You learn regularly in a group of 
maximum 6 participants. per session from  8,20 €

Duo-Training: learn together with just one other participant: 
Face-to-Face or by Video conference per 25 minutes 9,00 €

Individual training: you learn with your personal trainer; Face-
to-Face or by Video conference per 25 minutes 18,00 €

All services can generally be terminated at the end of the following month.

Total price (payable monthly by transfer or direct debiting)

+
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